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Multifragment breakup of natAg and ���Au nuclei bombarded by ���  ���

GeV �He ions has been studied with the ISiS �� detector array� To investigate

the properties of the emitting source as a function of excitation energy� a two

component movingsource analysis has been performed on the IMF spectra�

gating on excitation energy� The results provide evidence for nuclear expan

sion�dilution to a value of ���� �� ��� prior to breakup� For the most violent

events� relatively low source velocities of v�c � ���� and slope temperatures

of T � �
 MeV are obtained for the dominant thermallike source� The de

pendence of isotope ratios on deposition energy and ejectile kinetic energy is

examined for H and He isotopes� and the caloric curves for the ��� GeV data

are presented�
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I� INTRODUCTION

In light�ion�induced reactions at bombarding energies above a few GeV� central collisions

produce highly excited residues that emit multiple intermediate�mass�fragments �IMF� � � Z
�� ��	 
����� Multifragmentation is of interest because it appears to be associated with large
excitation energies per residue nucleon E�A� approaching or exceeding the total nuclear

binding energy�nucleon of the residue� For light�ion�induced reactions there is only a single

heavy residue� and compression and angular momentum e�ects are predicted to be small


��� Thus� by studying the decay of these systems� one hopes to gain a more complete

understanding of the thermal properties of �nite nuclei under extreme conditions of heat

content�

Many of the early studies of IMF emission in light�ion�induced reactions employed ra�

diochemical and emulsion techniques 
����� These studies� reviewed in 
������ show a strong

increase in IMF emission probability up to a bombarding energy of about � GeV� after which

the cross sections become largely independent of projectile energy �limiting fragmentation	up

to �� GeV� The �rst exclusive measurements using electronic detection techniques were con�

ducted by Warwick et al� 
���� which indicated the existence of multiple IMF production in

an event� Subsequent inclusive studies of the p � Kr� Xe 
��� and �He � natAg 
��� spectra

suggested that a mechanism change occurs when the light�ion bombarding energy exceeds

about � GeV� As a follow�up to the studies of Ref� 
���� a limited coincidence measurement

of the ��� GeV �He � natAg reaction was performed that emphasized detection of very low

energy fragments 
���� This work provided evidence for signi�cant multiplicities of IMFs in

light�ion�induced reactions and further demonstrated that the most violent events produced

a high yield of sub�Coulomb�energy ejectiles� suggestive of nuclear expansion�dilution prior

to breakup of the hot residue 
�������

The scenario for light�ion�induced multifragmentation that has emerged is the following�

For central collisions the initial projectile�target interaction produces a shower of fast hadrons

and coalescence light charged particles �LCP� Z � �	� leaving a highly excited residue in
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a state of depleted density 
������ Within a time frame � �� �� fm�c� the system evolves
toward an equilibrium�like �nal state� cooling by emitting preequilibrium LCPs and IMFs


���� Finally the hot residue disintegrates statistically 
��� into multiple neutrons� LCP�s

and IMF�s on a time scale of order � � ����� fm�c 
�������
Recently� Natowitz et al� have addressed the important question of the breakup temper�

ature and density of hot nuclei as a function of excitation energy and residue mass� of central

concern in discussions of limiting temperatures and the nuclear equation of state 
���� In this

paper� we deal with this question� as well as the properties of the hot residues formed in the

collision stage� We employ a two�component� moving�source analysis to examine the IMF

kinetic energy spectra as a function of collision violence� In addition� light�charged�particle

isotope yields �LCP � H and He	 are examined� These are then interpreted in the context of

the mechanism for light�ion�induced multifragmentation and implications for caloric curve

analyses 
����������

II� EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Measurements were performed with the Indiana Silicon Sphere �ISiS	 detector array at

the Laboratoire National Saturne with beams of ���� ��� and ��� GeV �He ions incident on

targets of natAg and ���Au 
������� No data were taken at ��� GeV with the gold target�

Target thicknesses were ��� and ��� mg�cm�� respectively� Beam intensities were � � �� �
��� particles�spill� with a spill time of ��� ms�

The ISiS array 
��� was used to obtain fully Z�identi�ed ejectile spectra up to Z lesssim

��� with low energy thresholds and large solid�angle coverage� The array is designed in a

spherical geometry and consists of ��� triple detector telescopes � �� covering the angular

range ��������� and �� covering ����� � ����� Each telescope is composed of ��	 a gas�

ionization chamber operated at �� � �� Torr of C�F� gas� ��	 a fully�depleted ����m ion�

implanted silicon detector� and ��	 a ���mm thick CsI �T�	 crystal with light guide and

photodiode readout� The telescope dynamic range permitted measurement of LCPs and
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IMFs with discrete charge resolution over the dynamic range ��� � E�A �� �� MeV� The
silicon�CsI elements also provided isotope identi�cation for ejectiles with kinetic energies

E�A � � MeV�More speci�c details of the ISiS detection system and experimental conditions

are given in Refs� 
�������

The calorimetry procedure for determining E�A follows the same prescription as de�

scribed in 
������� In Fig� � we show the correlation between experimental observables and

the reconstructed excitation energy� These include total observed charge Zobs� and total

thermal kinetic energy� as de�ned in 
���� both of which describe the average excitation

energy up to about E�A � ��� MeV�

Examination of the IMF spectra obtained in these studies �Fig� �	 provides evidence

for two components� a dominant evaporative�like peak at low energies and a hard expo�

nential tail at fragment energies �� � �� MeV above the classical Coulomb barrier 
����

The former resembles equilibrium�like emission from a thermal source� The latter� which is

primarily important for the lightest IMFs at forward angles� is associated with fast nonequi�

librium�coalescence processes� In order to quantify the average properties of these two

mechanisms� we have performed a two�component moving�source analysis of the spectra as

a function of excitation energy�

The moving�source analysis has been performed on Z � � and � � � fragments measured at

nine angles� Two sources were assumed� a thermal�like source that should be representative

of the later stages of the reaction� and a nonequilibrium source that accounts for IMF

emission at intermediate times� For Z � � a single thermal�like source provides an adequate
�t to the data�

Each source was schematically parametrized according to the general relation 
�������

d��

d�dEdZIMF

� f�Z� �� T� p� kC	� ��	

where Z is the charge of the source� � is the source velocity �v�c	� T is a slope�temperature

parameter� p is a spectral shape parameter� and kC is the fractional Coulomb repulsion

energy� A value of kC � � represents the Coulomb energy of two nuclei with charge centers
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separated by a distance d � d��A
���
�
� A

���
�
	� where d� is derived from �ssion�fragment

kinetic�energy systematics 
���� For the residue nuclei of concern in this work� a value of

d� � ���� � ���� fm is used� depending on residue mass� This value also gives a good �t
to IMF spectra observed in the ����MeV �He � ���Au 
��� and ����MeV ��N � ���Au 
���

reactions� The parameter p accounts for �uctuations in the Coulomb barrier due to shape

distortions of the emitting residue� For the nonequilibrium source a value of p � ��� was

used� which e�ectively yields a Maxwellian spectrum� and Eq� ��	 is multiplied by a function

e�b� to account for the forward peaking of the angular distributions 
����������

The spectral function was based on the scission�point statistical emission model of

Moretto 
���� The emission probability is given by

P �E	 � N

�
���E� � p	e�E

��Terffp � �E
�

�
p
pT

g� �
s
pT

�
exp


�p� � �E��

�pT

�
� ��	

where E� is the IMF kinetic energy minus the Coulomb barrier energy� corrected for recoil

energy� in the source reference frame�

An important aspect of the �tting procedure is that the charge of the emitting source is

taken as

Zsource � Ztarget � Zbeam � ZIMF � Zobs� ��	

where Zobs is the total charge observed in the reaction� corrected for solid�angle e�ects� That

is� it is assumed that all charge in an event is emitted prior to the fragment in question� ZIMF �

While this is an extreme assumption� it reduces the source charge and serves to minimize

the Coulomb repulsion energy between the source and IMF�

E�
C � �	��ZIMF �Zsource � ZIMF 	 
do
�Asource �AIMF 	

��� �A
���
IMF �� ��	

and

kC � Ec�exp	
E
�
C � ��	

where EC�exp	 is the experimentally�observed Coulomb barrier �t parameter�
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Thus� one obtains an upper limit for the equilibrium Coulomb parameter values kC

obtained in the �ts� This has an important consequence relevant to the question of the

breakup density in that it yields a minimum value of the breakup separation distance� and

hence a maximum value of the radial breakup density relative to normal density� �
���

Representative spectra for carbon fragments observed at ��� and ���� are shown in Fig�

� for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction for several excitation�energy bins� Fit parameters

for these spectra as a function of E�A are tabulated in 
����

In the following section we examine the implications of the moving�source parameters

relevant to fragmentation phenomena� The results of the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction will

be stressed for this purpose� since the quality of the spectra as a function of angle �especially

the Coulomb�peak region	 yields the most reliable �ts� Typical ���degree of freedom values

of � � � were obtained for the exclusive spectra� Despite the low ISiS thresholds� the spectra

from the natAg target lead to greater ambiguities in the �t parameters due to the lower

energy of the Coulomb peak and the large yield of very low energy IMFs for high multiplicity

events� This leads to increased uncertainties in the Coulomb parameters that makes the �ts

imprecise� Errors were computed assuming a �ve percent systematic uncertainty in kC�

added in quadrature to the statistical deviations between di�erent ZIMF values� For the ���

GeV �He � ���Au reaction� inadequate statistics were obtained to perform an analysis for

individual IMFs gated on excitation energy�

III� MOVING�SOURCE PARAMETERS

�� Thermal�like source

The most striking feature of IMF emission in these reactions is found in the low energy

region of the IMF spectra� where the Coulomb peaks are systematically shifted to energies

below those found at low excitation energies� as apparent in Fig� �� Such behavior is sug�

gestive of emission from the reduced Coulomb �eld of an expanded�dilute source� This was

�rst pointed out for inclusive spectra by Poskanzer et al� 
��� and later shown to increase
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systematically as a function of deposition energy by Yennello et al� 
���� In the top frame of

Fig� �� the average �t values of the Coulomb parameter � kC � for Z � �� ��� are plotted

as a function of E�A bins�

For the lowest E�A bin� which should represent IMF emission at relatively low excitation

energies� a value of � kC � � ���� � ���� is found� This is nearly identical to the average
Coulomb parameters relative to �ssion obtained from the analysis of the E�A � �� and ��

MeV reactions 
���� as well as the ����MeV �He � ���Au data 
���� where it is expected

that IMF emission occurs from a source near normal nuclear matter density�i�e�� kC � ����

and �
�� � �� As E�A increases� kC decreases with excitation energy up to E�A � �

MeV and then is constant at higher excitation energies� The observed decrease in � kC �

with increasing E�A serves to reinforce the notion that multifragmentation occurs from an

expanded�dilute source� Since we have employed a minimum source charge in the �ssion

systematics� the plotted values of � kC � should represent upper limits�

Consistent with the results of 
��� and 
���� we assume that for the lowest energy bin�

E�A � ��� MeV� the source is at normal density� This bin is normalized to �
�� � �

and the corresponding average densities at higher E�A values are calculated under the

assumption that the breakup volume V � d� and d � �
kC �see Eqs� � and �	� This

establishes the density scale in the bottom frame of Fig� �� The resulting dependence of

�
�� on E�A shows a systematic decrease in density to �
�� �� ��� in the vicinity of E�A
� ��� MeV� followed by a relatively constant value for higher E�A bins� Thus� the density

vs� E�A pro�le obtained in this analysis is consistent with breakup densities predicted by

theoretical models of multifragmentation 
������� It also corresponds to conclusions about

the breakup volume obtained from large�angle IMF�IMF correlation studies 
������� Of

broader signi�cance� it is important to note that the rapid decrease in �
�� in the region

E�A � ��� MeV occurs in the same excitation�energy range where numerous experimental

observables � e�g�� the IMF multiplicity� charge and isotopic distributions � are changing

rapidly 
���� in particular� the time scale becomes very short 
����

Another important result of the moving�source analysis is found in the low average
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longitudinal source velocities� as shown in the top frame of Fig� �� From an experimental

point of view� these low source velocities permit observation of the disassembly process with

minimum kinematic distortion of the fragment kinetic energy spectra� Low source velocities

are particularly important for backward�angle measurements of the low�energy portion of the

IMF spectra� which appear to carry the clearest signature of expansion�dilution� The values

of � �k � in Fig� � are in good agreement with multiplicity�dependent rapidity analysis of

these data 
��� and are relatively insensitive to the Coulomb parameter kC� Values of � �k �

are plotted versus E�A in Fig� � for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au system� Similar results are

observed for the natAg target at all three energies�

For both targets an initial increase is observed in � �k � up to E�A � � � ��� MeV�
after which the average source velocity begins to decrease� The turnover coincides with

approximately the same region where the onset of signi�cant expansion�dilution appears in

Fig� �� The decrease in �k above E�A �� � MeV may be due to the backward recoil e�ect

associated with prompt� forward�peaked emissions� combined with the averaging e�ect of

multifragmentation events� Further� event reconstruction of the data 
��� indicates that

excitation energies up to E � ��� GeV for ���Au and E � ��� GeV for natAg are reached

for the highest deposition energy collisions� The low values of �k suggest that we are forming

very highly excited� slowly�moving residues that subsequently undergo multifragmentation

breakup� The conversion of projectile kinetic energy into internal excitation energy must

occur via multiple N�N scattering and the excitation of � and higher resonances 
�������

producing secondaries with a signi�cant transverse momentum component� For the highest

excitation energy events� this energy dissipation process imparts a velocity component to

the heavy residue that is directed perpendicular to the beam axis� with a corresponding

reduction in the longitudinal component� as shown by intranuclear cascade calculations for

similar results for GeV proton�induced reactions 
����

The average spectral slope�temperature parameters � Teq � for the thermal�like source

are plotted in the bottom panel of Fig� � as a function of E�A for the ���Au target� The

average slope temperature increases linearly as a function of excitation energy� as is also
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the case for the natAg target� Similar behavior has been shown for the ��� GeV�c �� �

���Au reactions 
���� The results for the lowest excitation�energy bins are in agreement with

slope temperature parameters obtained in ��N � natAg and ���Au reactions 
���� For the

��N data at E�A � ��� MeV bombarding energy� similar moving�source �ts yield values for

the thermal�like component of � T �� � MeV for natAg and � T �� ��� MeV for ���Au�

This result is consistent with evaporative emission and corresponds well with other results

obtained at similar low E�A values 
������� suggesting that these results are consistent with

emission from a moderately�excited nucleus at normal density�

For the most violent collisions� slope temperatures of up to � T �� �� � �� MeV are
obtained� in agreement with moving�source �ts to the spectra of central collisions for the ���

GeV ��Ar � ���Au 
��� and ��� GeV�c �� � ���Au reactions 
���� However� uncertainties

about the degree of equilibration complicate attempts to associate the slope temperatures

with the actual thermal properties of the fragmenting source� Further� if the emission is

time�dependent� as predicted by the EES model of Friedman 
���� then fragments emitted

early in the cooling stage will be more energetic than those emitted in the later stages� Thus

the slope of the composite spectrumwould not represent a true thermodynamic temperature�

In these �ts the ampli�cation parameter p is introduced primarily as a �tting parameter

to account for the broadening of the Coulomb�like spectral peaks� As has been shown

previously 
���� this parameter increases with IMF charge and is slightly larger for the ���Au

target than for natAg�

�� Nonequilibrium source

The fast�nonequilibrium source employed in the �tting procedure is necessary to account

for the energetic tail of the IMF spectrum� These fragments are presumably emitted during

the early stages of the reaction dynamics and are observed in all nuclear reaction studies

well above the Coulomb barrier 
���� Various mechanisms have been proposed to account for

formation of these complex ejectiles� for example coalescence and preequilibrium emission�

but the process remains poorly understood� As mentioned in Sec II� in the absence of a better
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knowledge of the emission mechanism� we have employed Eq� ��	 with p � ��� �which is

essentially a Maxwellian kinetic energy distribution	 to describe these fragments� consistent

with earlier analyses 
���������� To account for the forward emission of the fragments� an

angular distribution function e�b� is included in Eq� ��	�

The fast source is primarily important for Z � ��� fragments and excitation energies

E�A �� � MeV� Li fragments dominate the fast�source yield� comprising about ��� of total
Li production for the Ag target and ��� for Au� For carbon fragments the fast source

contributes only about �� to the total yield from Ag and � ��� for Au� For fragments

heavier than carbon� the �ts require only the slow source�

The fast�source �tting parameters for �k� kC� and T� do not exhibit any signi�cant trends

as a function of beam energy� target� IMF charge or excitation energy� Thus� this component

appears somewhat universal in its behavior� The two most relevant parameters in the �tting

procedure are the fast�source longitudinal velocity� ��� and the slope temperature parameter�

T�� The fast�source velocities are about three times greater than those for the slow source�

with values ranging from �� � ����������� for the Ag target and �� � ����������� for Au� For
Li fragments the fast�source velocities are typically ��� larger than for heavier fragments�

The slope temperature parameter is nearly identical for all systems� values of � T� � � ��

� � MeV for Li satisfy the spectra and for heavier fragments this value is � T� � � �� �
� MeV� These fast�nonequilibrium�source temperatures are nearly identical to those found

in a similar analysis of IMF spectra from the E�A � ������ MeV ��N � Ag� Au reactions


���� suggesting a commonality in their origin�

The fast�source �ts are not strongly dependent on the Coulomb parameter� For the

gold target� where the spectral peaks are relatively well�de�ned as a function of excitation

energy� values of kC � ���� ��� are obtained� For Ag� the kC values are closer to unity�
but are di cult to constrain due to the lack of de�nition for the Coulomb�like peak in the

data� Finally� the angular distribution parameter� b� which is required to �t heavy�ion data

due the strongly forward�peaked nature of the fast source 
���� is less pronounced for GeV

�He�induced reactions� This indicates that the nonequilibrium mechanism for producing
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the fast IMF component involves signi�cant randomization of the source recoil axis prior to

emission�

Thus� the fast source in these reactions appears to be a somewhat universal feature of the

collision dynamics for nuclear reactions induced on complex nuclei with intermediate�to�high�

energy projectiles� The analysis performed here and in 
��� suggests that nonequilibrium

emission occurs at a late stage of the fast cascade� but prior to complete randomization of

the N�N scattering process that leads to equilibrium�

�� Cross Sections

The moving�source �ts have been integrated over all angles and fragment energies to

obtain total IMF production cross sections� as well as values for the fast and slow sources�

These are listed as a function of IMF charge in Table I and as a function of E�A in Table

II for each reaction studied� The combined e�ects of statistical and systematic errors are

estimated to be � ���� relative errors are signi�cantly smaller� These cross sections are
consistent with values derived in an earlier analysis based on integration of the experimental

data� which included extrapolated yields due to missing�angle and detector energy thresholds


����

In Table I the elemental cross sections are listed for the slow� fast and total IMF yields�

Between ��� and ��� GeV there is a signi�cant increase in the cross sections for both reactions�

The similar yields for the ��� and ��� GeV bombardments of natAg have been attributed to

a saturation of excitation�energy deposition that sets in near ��� GeV 
���� Consistent with

other studies 
������� the elemental cross sections are dominated by Li fragments for both the

fast and slow sources� with the yields decreasing approximately as a power law� ��Z	 � Z�� �

Relative to the fast source� the yield distributions decrease much more slowly for the slow

source� i�e�� low values of � � or a preference for larger fragment size� For the slow source

values of � range from � � �������� with a minimum near E�A � ��� MeV� as observed
in hadron�induced reactions on ���Au 
���� The fast source is important primarily for the

lightest fragments �Z �� �	� with � values in the � � ������� range�
Table II lists the slow� fast and total IMF cross sections as a function of excitation energy�
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Statistics precluded an E�A�dependent analysis of the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction�

E�ects of geometric corrections to the data to account for the ISiS acceptance are discussed

in 
���� In the interpretation of Table II it must be kept in mind that the probability for

excitation energy deposition decreases strongly with increasing E�A 
���� For example� less

than �� of the reaction cross section leads to residues with E�A � ��� MeV� so that when

weighted by the fraction of the reaction cross section for each E�A bin� the relative IMF

cross sections increase signi�cantly as the excitation energy increases� The bombarding�

energy dependence is re�ected in the natAg data� For E�A � ��� MeV� there is only a

slight increase in the IMF cross section� from ��� mb at ��� GeV to about ��� mb for the

��� and ��� GeV �He beams� In contrast� between ��� and ��� GeV the IMF cross section

for the slow source with E�A ���� MeV increases from �� to ��� mb� The target e�ect

is also strong� At ��� GeV bombarding energy the thermal cross section for E �� � MeV

events is ��� mb for the Ag target compared with ��� mb for Au� When corrected for

multiplicity e�ects� it is estimated that about �� of the total reaction cross section results

from multifragmentation� Overall� the slow�source IMF yield dominates that for the fast

source for all E�A bins� The fast source is most important for low values of excitation

energy� which presumably are associated with more peripheral impact parameters�

IV� ISOTOPE YIELD RATIOS

Isotope yield ratios for H and He ejectiles have also been investigated for the ��� GeV

�He bombardments of Ag and Au� We examine the H and He isotope ratios as a function

of target� beam energy� emission angle and E�A� Double ratios of these data are then used

to calculate the nuclear temperature for the ��� GeV �He � natAg� ���Au systems� based on

the approach of Albergo 
����

Figure � presents total deuteron�proton yield ratios as a function of E�A for the ���

GeV �He � Au reaction at a forward and backward angle� The �He � Ag system behaves

similarly� The left panel has no IMF gating requirement whereas the right panel presents
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the ratios with the gating condition of at least one IMF being detected� For both gating

conditions and angles� the deuteron�to�proton ratios increase with up to E�A � � MeV and
then become relatively constant beyond this excitation energy� When correlated with the

arguments concerning density� this result suggests that the d�p ratio is frozen in for �
�� ��
���� The ratios determined by backward�angle detectors are consistently lower than those

at forward angles� most likely due to the di culty in isolating thermal and non�thermal

particles� For both forward and backward angles the ratios converge to a nearly constant

value of about ��� � ��� at high excitation energy� the ratios do not appear to be signi�cantly

a�ected when the IMF gating condition is imposed�

Figure � presents the total deuteron�to�proton and the triton�to�proton yield ratios at

���� as a function of E�A for ��� GeV �He reactions with gold and silver targets� The

side�by�side comparison of the two targets shows the qualitative similarity in the ratios as a

function of increasing excitation energy� Also readily apparent are the larger ratios achieved

in the gold system� The triton�to�proton ratios �atten out at values of about ���� and ����

for the silver and gold systems� respectively� A comparison of maximum values between

silver and gold shows the di�erence is greater for the triton�to�proton ratios than for the

deuteron�to�proton ratios� This result most likely re�ects the di�erence in N�Z ratios of the

silver and gold targets� which are ��� and ���� respectively� As with the d�p ratios� the t�p

ratios show a distinct slope change near E�A � � MeV�
The �He�to��He total yield ratios are presented in Fig� � as a function of the excitation

energy for ��� GeV �He on gold and silver targets at two angles� �� and ��� degrees� The

forward�angle ratios for both targets show an initial sharp decrease in the �He��He values

with increasing excitation energy� which can be attributed to the strong non�thermal �He

component of the spectrum at low energies� With increasing excitation energy� the yields

decrease more gradually� more so for the ���Au than for the natAg target� At backward

angles� where the yield of non�thermal �He ions is much lower� the ratios appear to be

relatively constant� �He��He � ��� for natAg and ��� for Au� perhaps re�ecting to some

extent that the more neutron�excess composition of the ���Au target favors �He over �He
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and that the formation of �He is more favored energetically�

More instructive is the dependence of helium isotope ratios on particle kinetic energy�

which has been reported previously 
���������� The strong� nearly linear change in the �He�

�He ratios as a function of fragment kinetic energy is shown in Fig� � for both silver and gold

targets at a bombarding energy of ��� GeV� The slope for both targets is the same but di�ers

slightly with detector angle� At low kinetic energies� where the Q�value is an important

constraint on the emission probability� �He dominates the yields� At higher energies Q�

values diminish in importance� and �He becomes dominant� This change in the �He��He ratio

illustrates the transition from equilibrium�dominated emission to preequilibrium�dominated

emission� From Fig� � it is clear that isotope ratios are sensitive to the kinetic energy

acceptance of the detection system� and that low energy non�equilibrium ejectiles cannot be

uniquely separated from energetic equilibrium emissions�

In evaluation of source temperatures from isotope�yield ratios 
������ � detector energy

and angle acceptance are important variables� since the isotope ratios for a given element are

sensitive to the fragment energy spectrum 
���� For the analyses here we have chosen only

H and He ejectiles that fall in the !thermal" part of the kinetic energy spectrum as de�ned

in 
���� The experimental constraint of isotope�dependent particle�identi�cation thresholds

limited the acceptance to kinetic energies with E�A � � MeV� In order to be self�consistent�

for hydrogen isotopes the acceptance range was ����� MeV and for He ions acceptance was

����� MeV� which adjusts the H and He yields for Coulomb�barrier di�erences�

Using the average thermal�like excitation energies and residue masses from the recon�

structed data 
������������� we have determined the E�A versus T heating curve for the

natAg and ���Au reactions in Fig� �� Here the temperatures T corresponding to a given

excitation energy per nucleon have been derived from the double�isotope�ratio method 
���

using the yield ratio Y � ��H��H	���He��He	 isotope ratios described above� measured at

backward angles ���� degrees	 to minimize preequilibrium e�ects� Only thermal�like H and

He isotopes were considered in the calculation of T and the correction factor for contri�

butions due to sequential decay 
��� are negligible for this isotope set ��T �� ��� MeV	�

��



Also included in this plot is a low�energy inclusive point from the ����MeV �He � �������Sn

systems� derived from a large set of IMF isotope ratios 
����

The heating curve increases rapidly at low E�A� exhibits a distinct slope change near

��� MeV�nucleon� and then shows a gradual increase up to E�A � � MeV� Our results for
these very asymmetric systems are generally consistent with those observed in other studies


������������� However� both natAg and ���Au residues yield essentially identical results�

which varies somewhat from the recent analysis of caloric curves as a function of residue

mass� indicating that the Ag data should be somewhat higher than that for Au 
���� This

may be in part due to threshold e�ects in the analysis of the presnet data� Also shown in

Fig� � is the behavior expected for a simple Fermi gas with level�density parameter a � A���

MeV��� and predictions based on the expanding emitting source �EES	 model of Friedman


��� and the statistical multifragmentation �SMM	 model of Botvina 
���� Initial residue

excitation�energy� mass and charge distributions were taken from INC calculations 
���� In

each calculation the dashed line gives the full model prediction and the solid line shows

the e�ect when energy cuts are imposed on the H and He spectra that correspond to the

ISiS detector threshold for isotope identi�cation �� �� MeV	� The � � MeV temperature
di�erence above the full model curve and other results 
��������� is a consequence of the

strong dependence of the �He��He ratio on the He kinetic energy and the energy thresholds

for ISiS� discussed in greater detail in 
����

V� SUMMARY

Data from reactions between ������� GeV �He ions with natAg and ���Au target nuclei

have been analyzed in the framework of a two�component� moving�source model� assuming

thermal�like and nonequilibrium sources� This approach provides a systematic description

of fragment spectra� angular distributions and cross sections as a function of E�A�

The major fraction of the IMF yield can be accounted for by emission from an

equilibrium�like source� The most striking result of the �ts is found in the dependence of

��



the Coulomb barrier parameters on excitation energy for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au system�

For the lowest E�A bin� this parameter is consistent with similar values obtained in lower

energy light� and heavy�ion reactions and �ssion kinetic�energy systematics 
������� With

increasing E�A� the barrier parameter decreases monotonically and then become constant

for E�A �� � MeV� When translated into nuclear breakup radii� these parameters imply a
nuclear radius that is about ��� larger than normal nuclear matter� or a breakup density

of �
�o � ���� consistent with theoretical models of multifragmentation� The average slope�
temperature parameters increase from T � � MeV for low deposition energies to T � ��
MeV for the most highly excited systems� Finally� the average source�velocity parameters

initially increase to a maximum of � � ����� for E�A �� � MeV and then decrease to � �
����� for the highest deposition energy events� This implies signi�cant transverse momen�

tum transfer in the collision stage in order to achieve deposition energies up to E � ��� �
��� GeV�

The nonequilibrium source is most important for light IMFs with Z � �� It comprises
about ��� of the total IMF yield for reactions on the Ag target and ��� for the Au target�

There is little sensitivity of the fast�source �t parameters to beam energy or deposition

energy� The fast source velocities are about three times greater than for the slow source�

Rather uniform slope temperatures are observed� T � ����� MeV� These values are nearly
identical to fast source �ts to heavy�ion data�

Examination of the �H� �H� �H� and �He� �He isotope ratios shows an increasing prob�

ability for the emission of neutron�excess isotopes as the excitation energy increases up to

E�A � � MeV and is nearly constant thereafter� The strong dependence of the �He��He

ratio on He kinetic energy is pointed out� emphasizing the importance of detector acceptance

in calculating isotope ratio temperatures and the need to minimize prequilibrium particles

from such analyses� The caloric curve results are in approximate agreement with other data


���� as well as with both EES and SMM models� both of which assume a phase transition�

The data are about � MeV higher than the model predictions due to the strong sensitivity

of He isotope ratios �hence temperature	 on fragment kinetic energy� This may be evidence

��



for a !cooling" e�ect 
�������

The most signi�cant impact of the present work emerges when the derived breakup

densities are compared with the isotope�ratio temperatures as a function of excitation energy�

In the interval E�A � ��� MeV� the density decreases from normal nuclear density to a

near�constant value of �
�� �� �	� at E�A � � MeV and above� Over this same E�A
range the temperature versus E�A �caloric	 curve deviates from Fermi gas behavior and

becomes nearly �at� This correlation supports a scenario in which a nuclear liquid�gas

phase transition is driven by Coulomb instabilities that develop when the nuclear density

approaches �
�� � �	�� as previously suggested by Natowitz 
����
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FIGURES

FIG� �� Correlation of E��A with total observed charge Zobs �left� and total thermal energy

�right� for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction�

FIG� �� Energy spectra at ��� and ��	� for carbon fragments emitted from the ��� GeV�c �He

� ���Au reaction� as a function of excitation energy� Symbols are � E � �A � � ��� MeV ���� ���

MeV���� 
�	 MeV ���� ��� MeV ��� and 	�� MeV ����

FIG� �� Average Coulomb parameter � kC � for Z� �� 
� fragments �top� and derived source

breakup density � ���� � �bottom� as a function of E��A for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction�

FIG� �� Average longitudinal source velocity � �k � �top� and average thermal source slope

temperature � Teq � �bottom� as a function of E��A for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au reaction�

FIG� 
� Plot of deuterontoproton ratios as a function of E��A at laboratory angles of ��� and

��	� for the reaction of ��� GeV �He � ���Au� The right panel has the added condition of at least

one identi�ed IMF� while the left panel has no IMF gating condition�

FIG� �� Plot of deuterontoproton and tritontoproton yield ratios as a function of E��A at a

laboratory angle of ��	�� The left panel is for the reaction of ��� GeV �He � natAg while the right

panel is for the same projectile energy but with a ���Au target�

FIG� 	� Plot of �He to �He yield ratios as a function of E��A at laboratory angles of ��� and

��	�� The left panel is for the reaction of ��� GeV �He � natAg while the right panel is for the

same projectile energy but with a ���Au target�

FIG� �� Plot of �He to �He ratios as a function of He kinetic energy at laboratory angles of ���

and ��	�� The left panel is for the reaction of ��� GeV �He � natAg while the right panel is for

the same projectile energy with a ���Au target�
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FIG� �� Isotoperatio temperature versus reconstructed E��A for ��� GeV �He � natAg� ���Au

reactions� The symbols are identi�ed on the �gure� the square is from the �He � Sn data of Ref�

�
��� Left frame compares data with the INC�EES model ����
	� and right frame compares with

the INC�SMM model �
��
	�� Solid curves are model predictions with experimental cuts imposed

on H and He energy spectra� Dashed curves show the e�ect of removing the experimental cuts�

Dotted curves show Fermi gas behavior with a � �� MeV��

�
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TABLES

TABLE I� Elemental cross sections of IMFs for thermal� nonequilibrium and total source con

tributions for each system studied in this work�

�IMF �mb�

Li B C N O F Total

��� GeV Ag

Thermal �� �	 �
 �
 ��� ��
 ���

Nonequilibrium �
 � � � � � ��

Total ��� �� �
 �
 ��� ��
 ���

��� GeV Ag

Thermal �
� �� �
 �� �� �� ���

Nonequilibrium �� 	 � � � � ��

Total ��� 

 �� �� �� �� ���

��� GeV Ag

Thermal �
� 

 �� �� �� �
 ���

Nonequilibrium �� � � � � � ��

Total ��� �� 
� �� �� �
 ���

��� GeV Au

Thermal ��� �� �� �� �� �� �
�

Nonequilibrium ��� �� �
 �� � � ���

Total �
� �� �� �� �� �� ���

��� GeV Au

Thermal ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ���

Nonequilibrium ��� �� 
 � � � ��	

Total ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ����
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TABLE II� Integrated cross sections for thermal� nonequilibrium and total sources as a function

of excitation energy� No data are listed for the ��� GeV �He � ���Au system due to inadequate

statistics�

E��A �MeV � �����
 ��
��� ���
�� 
����� ���	�� � 	�
 Total

��� GeV Ag

Thermal �� �	 	� �� 	�� ��
 ���

Nonequilibrium ��	 �� 
�
 ��� ��� ��� ��

Total �
 		 	� �� 	�� ��� ���

��� GeV Ag

Thermal ��� �� ��� 	� �� �� ���

Nonequilibrium ��� �� �� 	�� ��� ��� ��

Total �� �� ��
 	� �� �	 ���

��� GeV Ag

Thermal ��� 	
 ��� �� �� �� ���

Nonequilibrium ��� �� �� ��� ��
 ��� ��

Total �� �� ��� �� �� �
 ��


��� GeV Au

Thermal �	 ��� ��� ��� �� �� ���

Nonequilibrium �� �
� ��	 �� ��� 
�� ���

Total �� �

 ��	 ��� ��� �
 ����
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